Wiki

INSPIRE is the leading information platform for High Energy Physics (HEP) literature which provides users with high quality, curated content covering the entire corpus of HEP literature and the fulltext of all such articles that are Open Access.

INSPIRE empowers scientists with new tools to discover and access the results most relevant to their research; enables novel text-and data-mining applications and new metrics to assess the impact of articles and authors.

INSPIRE is a collaboration among four High Energy Physics laboratories: CERN, DESY, Fermilab, IHEP and SLAC.

See more information here about INSPIRE and it's users.

General information

Task management

We use Asana for tracking tasks and projects in our team. You can ask samuele.kaplun@cern.ch or annette.holtkamp@cern.ch for access to our project.

See the Asana guidelines.

Regular meetings (CERN time zone)

- We hold a mandatory team meeting at CERN every Monday at 11am. See programme and minutes (restricted access). Ask samuele.kaplun@cern.ch or annette.holtkamp@cern.ch for access.

- We hold an optional daily (Monday-Thursday) standup meeting 16.30-16.45 with presence from all the labs in the collaboration. We use Vidyo software for this meeting.

- Every Monday, the Invenio Developer Forum takes place at 16.45 in the IT building. New and current developments related to the Invenio software are presented and discussed.

Teams and Responsibilities

The CERN INSPIRE team consists of many software developers, information scientists and librarians from all over Europe. Most of which are students here on placement during Bachelor/Master/Ph.D studies as well as fellows/staff.

This team is then divided into these major responsibilities:

- Data management and curation
- Development
- Outreach & Community
- Operations
Operations

For configuration guides (puppet, openstack) start here.

Development

Read more on INSPIRE for developers

Data management and curation

• Invenio/INSPIRE use MARC as data model? Why?
• Current INSPIRE MARC mapping => available here (more details)

Outreach & Community

• Blog: http://blog.inspirehep.net/
• Twitter: https://twitter.com/inspirehep
• User feedback via mail
• FAQs and help pages

More reading

* Background reading about the INSPIRE site (recommended)

* Publications and meetings

* Commonly used acronyms

* INSPIRE-HEP @ Wikipedia

Inspire Wiki Utilities

• WebTopicList - all topics in alphabetical order
• WebChanges - recent topic changes in this web
• WebNotify - subscribe to an e-mail alert sent when topics change
• WebRss, WebAtom - RSS and ATOM news feeds of topic changes
• WebStatistics - listing popular topics and top contributors
• WebPreferences - preferences of this web

• INSPIRE_background.pdf: Background information about INSPIRE